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Optimal combustion

HETA  
Automatic  
Combustion

HETA makes it easy to fire correctly with HETA 
Automatic Combustion. The automatic controlled air 
supply means that you just have to add wood to 
your stove to achieve an optimum and clean com
bustion. After filling up, HETA Automatic Combustion 
tells you when to fire again.

The module can be set to three different tempera
ture levels. When HETA Automatic Combustion is set 
at a temperature level, the stove burns optimum 
and clean – fully automatic.

You get a detailed overview of the combustion with 
HETA Automatic Combustion. The module is built 
into the stove and has a freestanding display giving 
you all the information you need.

HETA Automatic Combustion is available for  
ScanLine 8, 500, 800, 95, 1000, 40/50, 102030.

95 94 
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There is more to  
read on heta.dk
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ScanLine Green 200
ceramic
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Oven model Scan-Line Green 200

mm

A: 105
B: 547
C: 300 / 440
D: 580
H: 1088

Energy efficiency class A+

Weight kg 157 / 239 / 219 / 178

Oven colour Black + gray

Distance to flammable materials 
At the sides mm
Behind stove mm

70
150 

Distance to furniture mm 700

NOMINAL LOAD
Middle CO (mg/Nm3) % 0,017

Middle CO (13% O2) mg/Nm3 213

NOx (13% O2) mg/Nm3 111

Dust measurement mg/Nm3 18

Flue gas temperature C° 122

Output kW 9

Flue gas mass flow g/s 7,1

Efficiency % 91

Energy consumption W 68

LOW LOAD
Middle CO emission mg/Nm3 0,025

Middle CO mg/Nm3 313

Average flue gas temperature C° 46

Output kW 2,4

Efficiency % 97

Energy consumption W 35

Output kW 3,59,1

Pellet tank kg 21

Pellet consumption kg/hour 0,62,1

Pellet type / size mm 68

Heats up m2 35180

Smoke outlet Ø mm 80

Electrical connection 230V AC 50Hz

Technical info Scan-Line Green 200Scan-Line Green 200

Heats  
easily  
180 m2

HETA ScanLine Green 200 matches the 
beautiful design of the woodburning stove 
with a beautiful view to the flames. Scan
Line Green 200 is available in so many de
sign variants that it fits any type of interior 
design. You can choose ScanLine Green 
200 in steel, soapstone, sandstone and 42 
different colours of ceramics.

The pellet stove has a unique combustion 
chamber, and the technology ensures an 
efficiency of an impressive 97 percent. 
ScanLine Green 200 easily heats 180 m2 
of living space and – in some cases more, 
if the house is insulated according to the 
newest energy regulations. 

The pellet tank stores up to 21 kg of pel
lets. The pellet stove is easily turned on, off 
and regulated with the remote or by using 
the touch display mounted on the pellet 
stove. By use of a subsequent purchase of 
the HETA WiFi module it is now possible to 
control your pellet stove with our HETA app 
from your Smartphone. You can, for exam
ple, fire up in your country cottage before 
you arrive so it is warm and cozy already 
before you enter the house. HETA Remote 
can be downloaded to iOS and Android.

Product data

   View of the flames
   Heats easily 180 m2

   Control via Smartphone
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ScanLine Green 200
soapstone
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The technique

High efficiency 
and long  
operating life
Our thought out construction and solid fabrication of 
the combustion chamber and components ensures 
ScanLine Green 200 high combustion, good function
ality and long operating life. The ash bucket is easy to 
empty, and cleaning is easy. 

ScanLine Green 200 can be mounted directly on the 
chimney with smoke outlet to the back 30 cm and 44 
cm high up, or with top outlet. Our innovative flue pipe 
system is of course in accordance with applicable inter
national guidelines for fire protection and, in addition, 
the system makes the installation of the pellet stove 
much easier than normal.

Patented 5 Liter ash bucketConvection element in cast iron

Solid full welded and Danish 
produced steel construction

9,0 kW
Highest output is 9.0 kW  
– enough to heat up a modern 
house of 180 m2.

21 kg
Extra large pellet tank for 21 kg 
pellets means longer time  
between filling ups.

97 %
The newly developed combustion 
chamber with Clean Burn ensures 
an efficiency of up to 97 %.
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Scan-Line Green 100

Spread the  
coziness in your 
living room
ScanLine Green 100 heats your home up fast and smooth. 
The fully automatic pellet stove looks like a traditional 
woodburning stove with glass door and a beautiful view to 
the flames – but you escape the struggle with the firewood. 
Because, ScanLine Green 100 uses pellets as fuel. All you 
have to do is fill the pellet tank approximately every second 
day in order to get coziness and heat. The pellet stove fires 
up electronically, and you can see flames after just one min
ute. ScanLine Green 100 is equipped with a thermometer 
and you can adjust it as precisely as a radiator. If the tem
perature in the room gets too high, the stove shuts down 
automatically until more heat is required again. This way, 
you get an optimum and comfortable indoor environment.

By use of a subsequent purchase of the HETA WiFi module 
it is now possible to control your pellet stove with our HETA 
app from your Smartphone. You can, for example, fire up 
in your country cottage before you arrive so it is warm and 
cozy already before you enter the house. HETA Remote can 
be downloaded to iOS and Android.
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Product data

   Fast heating
   Child safety lock on door
   Control via Smartphone

ScanLine Green 100
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ScanLine Green 100
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Technical info Scan-Line Green 100

Unique live  
flame picture

18 kg pellet tank

Easy to use app for iOS  
or Android Smartphone

Integrated control  
panel, can be  
concealed

Oven model Scan-Line Green 100

mm

B: 479,5
C: 880
D: 607
H: 914

Energy efficiency class A+

Weight kg 121

Oven colour Black

Distance to flammable materials 
At the sides mm
Behind stove mm

75
40 

Distance to furniture mm 600

NOMINAL LOAD
Middle CO (mg/Nm3) % 0,011

Middle CO (13% O2) mg/Nm3 141

NOx (13% O2) mg/Nm3 142

Dust measurement mg/Nm3 29

Flue gas temperature C° 117

Output kW 5,71

Flue gas mass flow g/s 5,7

Efficiency % 90

Energy consumption W 64

LOW LOAD
Middle CO emission mg/Nm3 0,028

Middle CO mg/Nm3 342

Average flue gas temperature C° 50

Output kW 1,67

Efficiency % 95

Energy consumption W 21

Output kW 25,7

Pellet tank kg 18

Pellet consumption kg/hour 0,401,40

Pellet type / size mm 68

Heats up m2 20130

Smoke outlet Ø mm 80

Electrical connection 230V AC 50Hz
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Made in Denmark




